APPLICATION
Krew Kool-‐Aid
Open to young men and women to ages 16-‐21
Please Print ² Return form to the address below.
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Date of Birth _____________________________

Name ____________________________________________ Nickname __________________________
Mailing Address _______________________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ Zip __________________________________________
Phone ______________________________ Email ____________________________________________
School ___________________________________________ Grade/Level _________________________
In Emergency Notify ____________________________________ Phone __________________________

Why do you want to be part of Krew Kool-‐Aid?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have your own transportation or can your parents transport you?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Please list your extracurricular school activities.

I am aware my teen is applying for a position on the Krew Kool-‐Aid. (If not providing own
transportation)
______________________________________
Parent Signature
I have read the Krew Kool-‐Aid Code of Conduct and agree to follow all of the rules as set forth.

Youth Signature

Please return to: Kool-‐Aid Days, 301 S Burlington Ave, Hastings NE 68901

Krew Kool-‐Aid
Code of Conduct
Krew Kool-‐Aid represents Kool-‐Aid Days and Kraft Foods products at all
times. Because of this, Krew members will follow this set of conduct rules
either in or out of the Kool-‐Aid Man suit:
Always follow instructions when putting on and removing the Kool-‐Aid
Man suit.
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of the suit moving for at least 15 minutes to be inside the suit.
Always fold or store the suit after wearing according to directions. If
the batteries need to be charged, plug them in.
Kool-‐Aid Man NEVERS speaks ² he may wave, dance or move about but
only in child-‐friendly ways.
Kool-‐Aid Man NEVER gestures or moves in any way that may be
thought of as sexually suggestive, crude or vulgar.
When accompanying Kool-‐Aid Man, watch and alert for obstacles and
walking hazards like curbs, steps, etc.
Always allow children and/or event participants access to Kool-‐Aid
Man but help remind them not to pull or grab at the suit.
When accompanying Kool-‐Aid Man, Krew members should refrain
from using foul language, talking loudly amongst themselves or
otherwise distracting Kool-‐Aid Man from the event at hand.
When accompanying Kool-‐Aid Man, Krew members should dress in
shirts provided by Kool-‐Aid Days or in conservative attire for the
event ² shirts should not reveal underwear, midriffs or cleavage.
Tattoos and piercings should be covered. Shorts or pants should not
reveal underwear. Heavy makeup and jewelry are inappropriate and
represent a threat to the integrity of the Kool-‐Aid Man suit.
If you have agreed to participate at a specific event or at a specific
time, it is very important that you are where you have been assigned
at the right time. If you are unsure where to go or when to be there
or if you have an emergency, please call the Krew Captain:
_______________________________________________________
Failure to follow this Code of Conduct will result in termination of
your participation in Krew Kool-‐Aid.

